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I Abstract 

two novel high-speed digital logic families that are implemented using passive 
proposed logic gates can process binary information represented in two high 

formats - Amplitude Shlft Keying (ASK), and Binary Phase Shlft Keying 
gates (NOT OR, AND) presented for both these data representations can 

streams (1 - 100 Gbps). The combinational circuits formed from these 
faster than traditional electronic gates because they are not limited by 

Besides their higher operating speeds, 
systems because they process digital signals in a 

to integrate them with analog RF/microwave 
circuits. 

1 Introduction 
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frequency range or fabrication technology. They can be 
implemented for arbitrary carrier frequencies limited 
only by the cutoff frequencies inherent in the 
transmission medium. 

Designs 

Figure 1 shows simplified schematics of the logic gates 
designed and their corresponding truth tables. In the 
BPSK gates, the two logic states are distinguished by 
sinusoids (‘X and ‘B’) that are 180’ out of phase, while in 
ASK gates the two logic states are distinguished by the 
presenceof a signal (‘A’) or its absence (‘0’). All of these 
gates are based on wave-interference effects. Whenan ‘A’ 
signal is coupled with a ‘B’ signal, there is destructive 
interference, and when two ‘A’ or two ‘B’ signals 
combine there is constructive interference. The power 
couplers shown in Figure 1 can be implemented in 
microstrip or stripline, using for example branch line or 
ring hybrid couplers. The 180” phase shifts are simply h/2 
lengths of transmission line. The gates are described in 
more detail below. 

BPSK: The NOT gate is simply a length of transmission 
line corresponding to a 180” phase shift. The operation is 
fully reversible. The BPSK OR gate consists of two 
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Figure 1: GHz Digital Logic Gate Designs 

couplers. If input 1 is ‘A’, it destructively combines with 
the ‘B’ signal at the first coupler so that the output of the 
first coupler is always ‘0’ whch makes the output of the 
gate the same as input 2. If input 1 is ‘B’ then it 
constructively combines with the ‘B’ signal from the 
generator at the first coupler to generate a ‘B’ signal with 
twice the power as the output of the first coupler. In this 
case the output of the gate will be ‘B’ independent of the 
state of input 2. As can be seen from the designs, the 
BPSK AND gate is very similar in operation and is a 
‘dual’ of the OR gate. 

ASK In the ASK NOT gate, the input is coupled to a ‘B’ 
signal generator and the output of the coupler is phase 
swted by 180”. If the input is a ‘0’ signal, the output of the 
coupler is a ‘B’ signal which then becomes an ‘A’ signal 
because of the phase shift. If the input is an ‘A’ signal, 
destructive interference takes place and the output of the 
coupler is ‘0’ signal which undergoes no change in the 
phase shifter and emerges as the output of the gate The 
ASK OR gate is simply a power coupler. The output is a 
‘0’ only if no inputs are presented to the gate and an ‘A’ 
signal ifone orbothinputs is an ‘A’signal. 

The coupler blocks shown in Figure 1 seem to be three 
port devices, but all passive microwave couplers are four 
port networks. There is dissipation of power if only one 
input presented to a coupler. This results in the signals 
attenuating as they propagate through cascaded gates. In 
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the worst case half of the power is lost in each gate due to 
t h s  input-dependent systemic signal degradation 
(IDSSD). The energy required for the operations is 
obtained directly from the signals being processed (as 
power dissipation during destructive interference). In the 
implementation of these gates, significant power losses 
are a tradeoff for high speed performance. 

One of the advantages of active digital logic over passive 
logic is that traditional &@tal electronic signals are 
regenerated after each gate. There are amplitude 
variations in the outputs of the passive gates (which can 
affect performance, particularly in ASK circuits where 
amplitude level discrimination becomes an issue) and 
phase variations that will be introduced due to fabrication 
errors at these high frequencies. To combat the effect of 
the IDSSD and other variations, active regenerating 
limiter/amplifier blocks may be needed after four or five 
cascaded stages of passive logic gates. These active 
regenerators can be designed to utilize existing 
microwave analog devices that are capable of operating at 
extremely high frequencies. 

Simulation Results 

These circuit designs have been extensively simulated 
over a wide range of frequencies for implementation in 
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advice. Figure 2: Simulated PSK AND Gate Results 
(10 GHz, 2 Gbps) 
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Figure 4: Simulated ASK NOT Gate Results 
(10 GHz, 2 Gbps) 
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Figure 3: Simulated ASK OR Gate Results 
(10 GHz, 2 Gbps) 
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